2015 Scholarship Recipients

Melissa Fedor  
*Thomas Jefferson University*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Kayte Trexler  
*Marywood University*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Lauren White  
*Moravian College*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Darlene Kuchinski  
*Donnelly Widener University*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Alexa Rae Lagrotteria  
*Edinboro University of Pennsylvania*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Rachel Miller  
*Abington Memorial Hospital Dixon School of Nursing*  
NFP Future Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Kayte Trexler  
*Marywood University*  
NFP Future Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Matthew Goodman  
*Alvernia University (Walt Whitman High School)*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Danielle Jaroski  
*Edinboro University of Pennsylvania*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund
2015 Scholarship Recipients Continued

Krista Nash  
*Stroudsburg High School*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Kayte Trexler  
*Marywood University*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Renee Harris  
*University of Pennsylvania*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Witney Taylor Cross  
*Penn State Altoona*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Taylor McCarthy  
*Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Lauren White  
*Moravian College*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Jennifer Jones  
*Abington Memorial Hospital Dixon School of Nursing*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Hillary Barrows  
*Edinboro University of Pennsylvania*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Courtney Muendlein  
*Misericordia University*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund
2016 Scholarship Recipients

Jessie Reich
Villanova University
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Renee Harris
University of Pennsylvania
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Chad Guiswite
Pennsylvania College of Technology
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Elizabeth Corbett
University of Pittsburgh
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Jessica Castaneda
University of Pittsburgh
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Hannah Munoz
Messiah College
NFP Future Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Sierra Annand
West Chester University
NFP Future Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Darlene Kuchinski
Widener University
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Ella Julia Obrosky
University of Pittsburgh
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund
2016 Scholarship Recipients Continued

Alexa Jo Palmer
*Widener University*
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Jayme Lynn Rutkowski
*Robert Morris University*
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Daniel Satterfield
*Misericordia University*
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Jessica Dranzik
*Moravian College*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Stephine Lavigne
*Waynesburg University*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Danielle Reppert
*La Salle University*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Christine Schonbachler
*University of Pittsburgh*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund
2017 Scholarship Recipients

Amada Alexander  
*Duquesne University School of Nursing*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Madeline Blalock  
*Thomas Jefferson University*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Tylyn Cupp  
*University of Pittsburgh*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Naomi Nii  
*Roxborough Memorial Hospital School of Nursing*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Maria Scott  
*Duquesne University School of Nursing*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Laura Adams  
*University of Pittsburgh*  
NFP Future Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Charlene Kirby  
*Eastern University Nursing Department*  
NFP Future Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Gabrielle Schaner  
*Duquesne University School of Nursing*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Christine Lee  
*Thomas Jefferson University*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund
2017 Scholarship Recipients Continued

Jazlynne Davis  
_Temple University College of Public Health_  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Shripriya Mohan Sahay  
_University of Pennsylvania_  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Jenna Caserta  
_Villanova University_  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Timothy Barlett  
_Pennsylvania College of Technology_  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Dana Sealander  
_Pennsylvania College of Technology_  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Justin McNurlen  
_The Western Pennsylvania Hospital School of Nursing_  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Megan Hughes  
_Pennsylvania State University_  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Shanon Carroll  
_Temple University_  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund
2018 Scholarship Recipients

Nali Elizabetta Asamoah
Penn Nursing
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Jacqueline Baker
Penn Nursing
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Alicja Gancarz
Jefferson College of Nursing
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Kimberly Jones
Moravian College
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Megan Moyer
Villanova University
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Ashley Dean
University of Pennsylvania at Johnstown
NFP Future Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Briana Poupore
Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
NFP Future Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Saumya Ayyagari
Penn Nursing
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Charles Falconer
Penn Nursing
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund
2018 Scholarship Recipients Continued

Cassidy Gallagher
*Penn Nursing*
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Stefanie Ketterman
*Indiana University of Pennsylvania*
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Kelly Oleary
*Thomas Jefferson University*
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Stella Brakebill
*Alvernia University (Walt Whitman High School)*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Connor Burke
*Pennsylvania College of Technology*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Jessica Drummer
*Grand Canyon University*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Katelyn Guynn
*University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Kalsie Mathews
*Slippery Rock University*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund

Audra Shrom
*College of Health Services*
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Scholarship Fund
2019 Scholarship Recipients

Sophia Marcia Blair  
*West Chester University*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Adrianna Brau-Diaz  
*University of Pennsylvania*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Adriana Gardizy  
*University of Pennsylvania*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Katelyn Elizabeth Hottle  
*Penn State University*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Stephanie Tran Rojas  
*University of Pennsylvania*  
Florence (Madden) Grady-Fasick Scholarship Fund

Allison Michele Dorsey  
*Villanova University*  
NFP Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Natalie Cecelia Martin  
*Thomas Jefferson University*  
NFP Nurse Leader Scholarship Fund

Kimberly Naa Yarboley  
*University of Pennsylvania*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Sherissa L. Barbour  
*Widener University*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund
2019 Scholarship Recipients Continued

Lyndsay Kay Edmondston  
*University of Pittsburgh*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

**Mya Ford**  
*Duquesne University*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Tiffany Hsu  
*University of Pennsylvania*  
Albert Einstein Alumni Association Scholarship Fund

Grace Bonifay  
*Indiana University*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Memorial Nursing Scholarship Fund

Katherine Cleary  
*Bucks County Community College*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Memorial Nursing Scholarship Fund

Caleb Conroy  
*University of Pittsburgh - Greensburg*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Memorial Nursing Scholarship Fund

Alix Nichole Hezlep  
*University of Pittsburgh at Bradford*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Memorial Nursing Scholarship Fund

Brendon Tepe  
*UPMC Mercy Hospital School of Nursing*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Memorial Nursing Scholarship Fund

Melissa Sue Joyce-Williard  
*UPMC Mercy Hospital School of Nursing*  
Jack E. Barger, Sr. Memorial Nursing Scholarship Fund